
Beacons RadioMarts in real time can see where are  
in particular points of spaces smartphones of Visitors. 


Beacons RadioMarts transmits to smartphones of Visitors  

the marketing, cultural and any other multimedia 
information, relevant to a particular point in space. 


Beacons RadioMarts can collect and analyze statistical 

data about the movements, purchases and other 
interests of Visitors.

PRINCIPLES



RadioMarts.com is hi-tech Startup. 
Development team includes leaders directions. 

Main mission is to create Cyberspaces.
PRINCIPLES



Cyberspace RadioMarts can be created in any physical 
space. 

Cyberspace RadioMarts generated Beacons RadioMarts. 

In Cyberspace RadioMarts each area of space has a unique 
multimedia information. 

Publishing such unique multimedia information perform by 
Residents of Cyberspace RadioMarts. Residents doing it on 
their own. This work does not require special knowledge, 
enough to be a regular user of the computer.

PRINCIPLES



Cyberspace RadioMarts ideal for any public space. 

When the visitor come in Cyberspace RadioMarts, wakes up 
special smartphone app. Cyberspace is divided into any 
number of zones. In the center of each zone is a Beacon.  

As soon as the Visitor crosses the invisible boundary in 
Cyberspace, responsible for particular zone beacon transmits 
regarding this zone multimedia information to smartphone of 
Visitor. The app issues a push-notification. After click on this 
push-notification, multimedia information reproduce on the 
smartphone of Visitors.

PRINCIPLES



Cyberspace RadioMarts provide a various, but always 
relevant, interesting, high-quality and timely 
multimedia information - precisely corresponding to 
the physical location of the Visitors. 

Cyberspace RadioMarts very soon forever change 
behavioral habits of people. 

Cyberspace RadioMarts creates a most powerful 
alternative for existing marketing solutions, such as 
primitive Google AdWords. 

PRINCIPLES



The big collection of Beacons RadioMarts form a single 
interactive information Cyberspace - in which each zone 
is served by its own, unique, thematic, multimedia 
information flow - transmits into smartphones of Visitors

Cyberspace saves routes movements every Visitor. 
These data are taken into account in the process of 
differentiation transmits multimedia information into 
smartphones of Visitors. Familiar routes of Visitors are 
their original, unique "fingerprints", and taken into account 
in the formation of individualized promotional and 
advertising campaigns.

PRINCIPLES



The most actual variant of applications Beacons RadioMarts 
is creating Cyberspaces in the Hyper-malls. 

Cyberspace RadioMarts Retail this is combination the 
informative and convenience of online-stores with real 
retail zone. 

Cyberspace RadioMarts Retail - is the most powerful 
marketing tool in the world. This tool is capable give for 
Hyper-malls a huge competitive advantage and significant 
cost savings due to the high level of automation 
Cyberspace. 


RETAIL



Cyberspace RadioMarts Retail allows to build a cheap and 
highly effective advertising campaigns. Visitor receives 
promotional information in the smartphone as a time when it 
is in close proximity to the advertised product or service. Such 
advertising allow Visitors to take an impulsive decision to 
purchase "Here and Now!". 

Cyberspace Radiomarts Retail very effectively replaces a 
paper promo newspapers with the advertisement of main 
anchor goods. Advertising information autonomy and 
independence is updated by staff of shops and other business 
located in Hyper-malls. Changes immediately begin transmits 
to smartphones of Visitors. Therefore, the information 
broadcasted always appropriate and timely.  


RETAIL

MARKETING: 
ADVERTISEMENT



Cyberspace RadioMarts Retail - allows you to receive, collect 
and analyze statistical information on the unique passability 
of all zones Hyper-mall. Together with information on the 
level of conversion and average values of checks such 
statistical information graphically visualized in time and 
space of Hyper-mall. This system allows the shopping center 
owners in real time to observe a change in demand and the 
market value of individual shopping areas. Allows doing 
operational combinatorics and organization of retail space.  

And all this splendor is formed automatically, without the 
need to maintain numerous divisions of marketers! 

RETAIL

MARKETING: 
STATISTICS



Cyberspace RadioMarts Retail knows each individual Visitors 
by its unique ID. Cyberspace knows the history of completed 
purchases of Visitor. Cyberspace knows all the habits, 
preferences and interests of Visitors. Cyberspace knows 
consumer model of Visitor and his behavior is even better 
than himself. 

Imagine for a moment what a fantastic opportunity this 
system opening for active marketing programs! 

Is not worth the effort of integration magic nervous system of 
Cyberspace RadioMarts Retail into organism of Hyper-mall? 


RETAIL

MARKETING: 
CRM



Outside the Trade Center, Cyberspace RadioMarts 
Retail continues to take care for Visitors. Based 
on their consumer preferences, System on a 
regular basis continues to remotely inform Visitors 
about the most significant events and novelties. 
Inform that will undoubtedly arouse interest and 
desire to revisit the Hyper-mall. High-quality 
specific information for Visitors has no relation to 
the advertising spam. The System does not 
grouping the Visitors by categories. It analyzes 
consumer preferences of each individual.

RETAIL

MARKETING: 
INFORM



The most interesting variant of applications Beacons 
RadioMarts is creating Cyberspaces in historical and cultural 
centers of ancient European cities. 

This solution will make a historical and cultural centers 
unprecedented informative. Interesting multimedia stories 
about the history of buildings, streets, museums, theaters, 
parks, monuments - will attract new tourists. Harmonious 
connection Cyberspace RadioMarts Culture with located on 
the same territories retail establishments, boutiques and 
restaurants - will create new high-tech symbiosis. Residents 
of Cyberspace will reside in the growth of their winnings. 


CULTURE



CULTURE

CULTURE: 
PROMOTION

Cyberspace RadioMarts Culture - allows to build cheap, high-
performance and very informative campaigns to promote the cultural 
and historical values. Visitor receives promotional information in the 
smartphone as a time when it is in close proximity to the cultural and 
historical objects. This campaign allows Visitors much deeper to learn 
the culture and history of ancient European cities. 

Cyberspace Radiomarts Culture - very effectively replaces paper 
brochures and booklets. Promotional cultural and historical information  
autonomy and independence is updated by administrations buildings, 
streets, museums, theaters, parks, monuments located in the historical 
and cultural area. Changes immediately begin transmits to 
smartphones of Visitors. Therefore, the information throughout the 
cultural and historical center broadcasted always appropriate and 
timely.  




Cyberspace RadioMarts Culture - allows you to receive, collect and 
analyze statistical information about unique tourist attendance 
cultural and historical center. Such statistical information graphically 
visualized in time and space of cultural and historical center. This 
system allows municipalities in real time to observe the change of 
interest and attendance of individual cultural and historical objects. 
Allows rapid design of tourism, cultural and historical programs and 
activities aimed at attracting more Visitors. Allows you to plan and 
organize the adjoining retail space, based on the analysis of seasonal 
changes.  


And all this splendor is formed automatically, without the need to 
maintain numerous divisions of specialists! 

CULTURE

CULTURE: 
STATISTICS



Cyberspace RadioMarts Culture knows each individual Visitors 
by its unique ID. Cyberspace knows the history of visits 
cultural and historical objects. Cyberspace knows all the 
habits, preferences and interests of Visitors. Cyberspace 
knows consumer model of Visitor and his behavior is even 
better than himself. 

Imagine for a moment what a fantastic opportunity this 
system opening for active feedback programs! 

Is not worth the effort of integration magic nervous system of 
Cyberspace RadioMarts Culture into organism of cultural and 
historical center of the ancient European city? 


CULTURE

CULTURE: 
FEEDBACK



Far outside the old walls of the cultural and historical 
center of ancient European city, in another country, and 
even on another continent, Cyberspace RadioMarts 
Culture continues to take care for Visitors. Based on their 
interests, preferences and predilections, system on a 
regular basis continues to remotely inform Visitors about 
the most prominent and interesting events. Remind them 
how happily they were together. Reminding about the 
feelings they experienced, touching stones, filled with 
ancient history. Inform that will undoubtedly arouse 
interest and desire again to visit this sacred place, to re 
deeply absorb echoes flavors of ancient mysteries.

CULTURE

CULTURE: 
INFORM



RadioMarts independently produces its own electronic 
broadcasting beacons-informers. 

Set of electronic broadcasting beacons-informers, together 
with the central servers RadioMarts physically generate 
Cyberspace. 

Radiomarts has a product line of electronic broadcasting 
beacons-informers. 

Part of the product line Beacons RadioMarts is under small-
scale production. Part is in preparation for large-scale 
production. Part in the design stage. 

HARD



Lighting Beacon RadioMarts. 

Transmits into smartphone of Visitor information about 
particular zone of Cyberspace. 

Dependent: needs the central servers RadioMarts. 

Production: small-scale. 

Availability: there is. 

Price: €59,99 

LIGHTING 
BEACON

HARD



Master-beacon RadioMarts.  

Manages the user's smartphone. Transmits into smartphone of 
Visitor information about particular zone of Cyberspace. Provides 
smartphone users access to the Internet. 

Dependent: needs the central servers RadioMarts. 

Production: small-scale. 

Availability: there is. 

Price: €149,99 

MASTER 
BEACON

HARD



Server-beacon RadioMarts. 

Transmits into smartphone of Visitor information about particular zone of 
Cyberspace. All information transmitted carries on board. Supports up to 8 
active Master-Slave connections and up to 200 passive connections, 
activation of which occurs in a few milliseconds after the release of the 
stack of one of the active channels. 

Independent: don't needs the central servers RadioMarts, don't needs the 
Internet. 

Production: large-scale. 

Stage: in engineering design. 

Price: €199,99 

SERVER 
BEACON

HARD



SERVER 
BEACON 

MULTICAST-50

HARD

Server-beacon multicast-50 RadioMarts. 

Transmits into smartphone of Visitor information about particular zone of 
Cyberspace. All information transmitted carries on board. Supports up to 50 
active Master-Slave connections and up to 500 passive connections, 
activation of which occurs in a few milliseconds after the release of the 
stack of one of the active channels. 

Independent: don't needs the central servers RadioMarts, don't needs the 
Internet. 

Production: large-scale. 

Stage: in engineering design. 

Price: €299,99 



HARD

SERVER 
BEACON 

MULTICAST-100

Server-beacon multicast-50 RadioMarts. 

Transmits into smartphone of Visitor information about particular zone of 
Cyberspace. All information transmitted carries on board. Supports up to 
100 active Master-Slave connections and up to 1000 passive connections, 
activation of which occurs in a few milliseconds after the release of the 
stack of one of the active channels. 

Independent: don't needs the central servers RadioMarts, don't needs the 
Internet. 

Production: large-scale. 

Stage: in engineering design. 

Price: €399,99 



Customize Beacon RadioMarts very simple. This work 
does not require special knowledge, enough to be a 
regular user of the computer. 

Residents of Cyberspace RadioMarts can quickly and 
easily change the information in the beacons 
broadcasts into smartphones of Visitors. 

In choosing the time of change information of 
broadcast, Residents of Cyberspace RadioMarts not 
limited.

SETTING 
BEACONS

HARD



SOFT
To Beacons RadioMarts saw smartphones Visitors in 
Cyberspace, they should be set free application RadioMarts.  

The client app of RadioMarts is transformer. App RadioMarts 
radically changes its exterior design depending on what 
particular of Cyberspace RadioMarts is a smartphone 
Visitors. Design app in Cyberspace specific Client 
RadioMarts fully consistent with its official brand beech.  

One icon. One installation.  
Unlimited possibilities.



RadioMarts app once set from official stores Apple AppStore and 
Google Play.  

At any point of contact Visitors with staff of Resident Cyberspace 
RadioMarts, will be given immediate assistance to install the app 
on their smartphones.  

RadioMarts app is united virtual digital card Visitor loyalty. This 
virtual digital cards uniting all programs support customer loyalty 
from all Residents of Cyberspace RadioMarts. 

In addition, the entire territory of Cyberspace RadioMarts equipped 
with direct information plate QR-reference to the RadioMarts app 
from official stores Apple AppStore and Google Play. 

SOFT



Cyberspace RadioMarts can be easily 
extended detailed navigation for Visitors. 

On the territory of Cyberspace RadioMarts 
easily and can be arranged any promotional 
game in the style of adventure quest with a 
complex route between points prompts.  

Cyberspace RadioMarts can be easily 
extended mobile online internet-shops.

ADDS



Indoor-navigation icebreaker, Apple was 
in 2013. 

At present, the development this trend 
in the United States have joined 
hundreds of companies. 

In Europe, the pioneer of the practical 
implementation of the technology 
became RadioMarts.



Technical requirements for smartphones of 
users, set in technology Apple.iBeacon: not 
less than 7 iOS and the presence of the device 
chip Bluetooth 4.0 (BLE, Bluetooth SMART). 

RadioMarts significantly simplified 
requirements: not less than 6 iOS / Android 
2.3 and the presence of any chip Bluetooth. 
Thereby increasing the potential audience 
from 12% to 93% of total smartphone 
Europeans.



RadioMarts performs a full range of 
practical implementation of all the 
proposed projects of information 
systems. 

Ranging from the development and 
harmonization of technical 
specifications, design, programming - 
and to manufacturing and installation 
Beacons.



RadioMarts Beacons ready to help you 
follow the right course in a stormy sea of 
active marketing! 


+7 965 371 69 88 
The best way to contact us: 
radiomarts@gmail.com 
radiomarts.com 
April, 2014


